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It is likely that the word "Brazil" comes from the Portuguese word for brazilwood, a tree that once grew
plentifully along the Brazilian coast. In Portuguese, brazilwood is called pau-brasil, with the word brasil
commonly given the etymology "red like an ember", formed from Latin brasa ("ember") and the suffix -il (from
-iculum or -ilium). As brazilwood produces a deep red dye, it was highly ...
Brazil - Wikipedia
The Portuguese Empire (Portuguese: ImpÃ©rio PortuguÃªs), also known as the Portuguese Overseas
(Ultramar PortuguÃªs) or the Portuguese Colonial Empire (ImpÃ©rio Colonial PortuguÃªs), was one of the
largest and longest-lived empires in world history.It existed for almost six centuries, from the capture of Ceuta
in 1415, to the handover of Portuguese Macau to China in 1999.
Portuguese Empire - Wikipedia
The Bolsheviks had their own ten commandments and, like the church, they also mocked their opponents.
The totalitarianism of the church belongs to the past but if the church should ever regain its former power, its
atrocities would probably be repeated.
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